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Abstract: Systems biology is established as an integrative computational analysis methodology with
practical and theoretical applications in clinical cardiology. The integration of genetic and molecular
components of a disease produces interacting networks, modules and phenotypes with clinical
applications in complex cardiovascular entities. With the holistic principle of systems biology, some of
the features of complexity and natural progression of cardiac diseases are approached and explained.
Two important interrelated holistic concepts of systems biology are described; the emerging field of
personalized medicine and the constraint-based thinking with downward causation. Constraints in
cardiovascular diseases embrace three scientific fields related to clinical cardiology: biological and
medical constraints; constraints due to limitations of current technology; and constraints of general
resources for better medical coverage. Systems healthcare and personalized medicine are connected
to the related scientific fields of: ethics and legal status; data integration; taxonomic revisions; policy
decisions; and organization of human genomic data.
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1. Introduction
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The term “constraints” was described in biology in the context of natural selection
and organism survival. Biological networks are constrained by a variety of factors such
as the biological, environmental and physicochemical. Biological constraints could be
self-imposed and produced by regulatory networks while hard constraints are imposed by
other factors (e.g., environment) [1]. Constraint-based analysis methods are being used
to study genome-scale models and the biological properties of whole organisms. The
constraint-based concept is used widely in systems biology (SB) from genomes to clinical
phenotypes, and it is related to personalized medicine and clinical guidelines having an
impact on current clinical practice and diseases. Cardiologists following patients with
complex cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), such as coronary artery disease (CAD) and heart
failure (HF), are complying with current clinical practice, but they are also familiarized
with the clinical constraints hypothesis incorporated in medical guidelines directions.
Traditional healthcare systems are using a reductionist approach explaining and managing complex diseases as they reduce—through a very simple manner—the medical
problem to an isolated organ-problem or biochemical fault [2]. In traditional medicine
the term “disease” designates that specific molecular systems or organs of the human
body are unnaturally functioning and, therefore, subvert human health [3]. With the reductionist approach significant advances in diagnosis and therapy of CAD were applied
in everyday clinical practice, with a decrease of cardiac events and symptoms and an
increase in longevity. Despite these successes in clinical management, complex CVDs
continue to be the leading cause of mortality and morbidity, while chronic progression of
the atherosclerotic process continues. Over the past few years it has become obvious that
medical issues from molecular to clinical reasoning necessitate a new scientific approach
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requiring cooperation between medicine and interrelated sciences. Medicine cannot be
considered in isolation from other systemic sciences, and a holistic approach is needed
for complex diseases. Chronic complex systemic medical problems should be addressed
with the holistic approach as it needs interdisciplinary integration and study of dynamical
interactions between organs’ complex networks involving genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors. Many of the medical issues are interconnected with other systemic
sciences including SB. The SB approach should be regarded as the science that combines
biology with physics, mathematics, medicine and many other sciences like ecology and
sociology. Systems healthcare (systems medicine) is the holistic approach to health based
on the holistic principle of SB and to current clinical medical practice. Systems healthcare
integrates data from molecules to phenotypes and from societies to environment, extending
to the disciplines of economics, ethics and law [4].
The present paper discusses the constraint-based concept of SB as it is applicable
to clinical cardiology and to the important clinical limitations that are present in the current practice of personalized medicine [5]. Constraints’ application to clinical decisions
augments robustness to the unremittingly progressive clinical course of chronic cardiac
diseases. In order to overcome some important inherent limitations in contemporary clinical cardiology, the interdisciplinary approach between a constraint-based concept and
personalized medicine is underlined. In clinical practice, cardiologists, unknowingly to
themselves, are practicing in conformity with the concept of constraints and that is in accordance with current medical guidelines. The concept of constraint-thinking is a significant
decision-making clinical tool which constantly and in a timely fashion is revised by medical advances in prophylaxis and clinical management. Complex cardiovascular diseases
like CAD and HF are multifarious in clinical presentation revealing, also, a progressively
advancing natural clinical course. Cardiovascular diseases are complex biological entities
produced by a combination of genetic and environmental factors. Furthermore, personal
reaction to pharmaceutical therapy and drug effectiveness and toxicity are the result of the
interactions between genetic profiles and environmental factors [6]. The holistic approach is
based on the integration of a network components and functions (e.g., genetic, molecular or
environmental) during the different stages of disease progression. Personalized medicine
and clinical constraints are considered essential concepts of the holistic principle of SB in
following complexity of the disease states and clinical progression.
2. Methodology of Systems Biology
The traditional biological description of the living world is based on the nonlinear interactions of molecular processes without explanation for their functional interconnections [7].
The advances of molecular biology proved successful in studying isolated molecules and
some of their interconnections, but were unsuccessful in experimentally predicting complex
phenomena such as complex disease progression. Traditional and molecular biology are
based on the classical reductionist understanding that differs from the SB holistic perception. Reductionist understanding of the biological phenomena “is mostly understood as
a means to explain phenomena generated by systems in terms of the properties of their
parts, often when considered in isolation” [7]. With the holistic approach, complex wholes
are understood from the properties they possess as “whole systems” and not from the
behavior of the isolated parts. The holistic principle analyzes the structural organization
and regulation of biological networks, deciphers complex signaling mechanisms and interconnections and discloses positive or negative feedback mechanisms [8]. From cellular
mechanisms to phenotypes, functional properties are “emerging” through a self-organized
procedure which complies with the foundations of a hierarchical multileveled system.
Systems biology is regarded as the science that somehow “replaced” molecular biology
with emphasis on the construction and explanation of bigger biological systems such as
networks and signaling information [9].
The aim of SB is to ascertain how function and behavior of living organisms are
justified by the interaction of their constituents [10]. Thus SB is a scientific discipline that
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Figure 1. Concepts of systems biology: bottom-up and top-down directions; disciplines (complex
networks); emergence of new properties; constraints application (robustness). (Revised from: [5]).
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Figure 2. Coronary artery disease: The network complexity between systems biology discipline levels and environmental
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a multileveled system of networks, models and their interrelationships. This approach
increases the necessity for SB application in the complex clinical medical field. In order to
decipher clinical entities, the interexchange of ideas should be completed by including the
concept of network medicine. In the interconnected whole, small networks are lodged or
connected to larger networks in order to have a coherent entity. Complex disease does not
behave like a well organized biological machine, but should be visualized as a complex
network system. In a network system the biological components occupy specific network
positions, and the interactions between the components formulate “logical” higher functional networks and models. The recent advent of network medicine as a tool of clinical
research gives a new perspective to the “nature” of complex diseases [17]. The network
concept is important for translating in a more meaningful way interconnections of collected
health and clinical data. Complex disease should be visualized as an aggregate of malfunctioning complex cellular and molecular networks that induce organs’ failure and in the end
specific phenotypes. Fiandaca et al. [4] suggest that “the diseased organ . . . produces a
cascade of dysregulated networks, resulting in associated co-morbidities” . . . while “in
the state of wellness, networks are precisely regulated via complex homeostatic mechanisms”; and that specific therapeutic intervention “requires aggregating multi-dimensional
datasets . . . high-performance computation and analytics” while “the goal is to determine
interventions that target abnormal networks and promote systems level improvements”.
3. Constraints in Medicine and Clinical Cardiology
The application of constraints in medicine and clinical cardiology presumes that
the constraint-based hypothesis, as it is implemented in biological and medical domains,
should reflect a systems’ robustness. Also, the concept of constraints should be considered
as a regulatory mechanism not only for molecular or other biological networks but also it
is a decisive factor for medical decisions. Based on these assumptions the application of
constraints encompasses three fields related to clinical cardiology: biological and medical
constraints applied to cardiovascular diseases; constraints due to limitations of current
technology; constraints of general resources for better medical coverage (Table 1).
Table 1. Constraints and personalized medicine in cardiovascular diseases.
Constraints

Personalized Medicine
Ethics and legal status

Biological and medical constraints
Limitations of current technology
Healthcare expenditure

Data integration
Taxonomic revision
Policy decisions
Organization of human genomic data

3.1. Biological and Medical Constraints
The constraint-based thinking constitutes a holistic concept with downward causation
interpreting many complex features of biology and diseases. In biology the term “constraints” is referred to antagonistic biological processes addressed to every evolutionary
change in order to strengthen natural selection. Also, the constraint-based reasoning was
applied to experimental biology to strengthen robustness of some experimental biological
models [18].
Green and Jones [19] believe that the constraint-based interpretation of biological
entities differs from mechanistic thinking of “change-relating causal features”, while the
“constraint-based explanations emphasize formal dependencies and generic organizational features that are relatively independent of lower-level changes in causal details”.
Furthermore, SB evaluates functional properties of living organisms and explores structured biological entities of genetic regulatory and metabolic networks, and the dynamics
of enlarged networks in the form of modules (discrete functional regulatory networks)
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and phenotypes [13]. It seems that the term “constraints” implies the presence of scaledependency and close connection between biological systems functioning at different levels
with strong downward causation (top-down effect). The top-down direction is crucial at
first for information extraction from the lower levels and secondly for the capacity of the
higher level to enforce constraints to lower levels with decreased degrees of freedom. The
downward causation is interpreted as a regulatory constraining process that modifies and,
in the end, determines behavior of lower level variables. The applied constraints limit
some behaviors at the lower stage and simultaneously allow or “authorize” alternative
behaviors to be released [14,15,20].
For example, the boundary of cardiac cell geometrical structure generates both cellular
membrane potential and cardiac rhythm. The imposed constraints of cellular membrane
boundary structure and the triggered cardiac action potential through downward causation
are responsible for the appearance and maintenance of cardiac rhythm [15]. The above example indicates the limits of the reductionist position as cellular membrane, action potential
and cardiac rhythm do not related directly to the genetic scale. The whole cellular membrane construction and function belong to a higher level of cardiac cellular construction.
Multileveled complex CVDs progression can be translated as a staged (leveled) structure with downward causation and constraints application from the top (phenotype) to the
lower step (genome) of the disease. The top-down constraints’ application actually represents downward causation “imposing” some “biological behavior” or “order” to the lower
level of the disease (pathological, diagnostic or therapeutic). The concept of constraintbased reasoning is proposed as a significant scientific tool for cardiovascular questioning
and clinical research organization. Implementation of constraints in clinical cardiology
has an impact to explain some properties of disease complexity and, also, to elucidate
the unrelenting progression towards final disease stages. In fact, medical guidelines are
founded on the constraint-based concept having downward causation. The cardiologist has
decreased degrees of freedom, as only specific diagnostic tests and therapeutic procedures
are available. In a way, the cardiologist “selects” the appropriate methodology according
to current clinical guidelines using diagnostic and therapeutic constraints in a downward
direction. In the realm of SB thinking, the applied constraints increase robustness of the
regulatory processes for the stability of the unsteady metabolic networks and, also, for the
variability of clinical complex entities [5,21,22].
In this paper, it is proposed that the constraint-based thinking could be used not only
as a concept for metabolic networks, but also as a fundamental clinical tool deciphering
progressiveness of a disease’s clinical course. Both cardiac atherosclerotic process and
CVDs are considered complex entities that follow a downward direction and causation
in pathogenesis or in clinical management [11]. For example, the size of a myocardial
infarction and particularly the location and the importance of the myocardial area involved
would induce a post-infarction myocardial dysfunction alongside of some compensatory
mechanisms such as myocardial remodeling and growth of local coronary collaterals.
According to SB approach, the size of myocardial infarction (phenotype) will impose
constraints with downward direction on the degree of myocardial compensation and will
dictate the most suitable medical and/or coronary invasive therapy, percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) or bypass surgery.
In another example, patients with cardiac ischemic high-risk features are recommended for clinically indicated PCI and treated with dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) in
the post-PCI period according to 2017 DAPT guidelines [23]. Some patients demonstrated
an increased number of ischemic and bleeding episodes following PCI which influenced
the decision for intensity and duration of the DAPT in the post-PCI period. Therefore,
pre-PCI constraints should be used in some of these patients with high-risk features if the
invasive procedure is unavoidable or the DAPT regimen should be revised. A more personal approach with constraints in medical decisions and DAPT application is obligatory
to some of these patients.

PCI constraints should be used in some of these patients with high-risk features if the
invasive procedure is unavoidable or the DAPT regimen should be revised. A more personal approach with constraints in medical decisions and DAPT application is obligatory
to some of these patients.
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tion technologies could help through collection of related clinical data mined from published papers to improve management of HF patients. This could be achieved by the iden-
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Such techniques are: positron emission tomography (PET), with the use of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, can label metabolically active areas in the myocardium and arteries; magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) can produce a molecular imaging of the cardiovascular system;
cardiac computed tomography (CT) or CT angiography can be used for coronary calcium
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niques are: positron emission tomography (PET), with the use of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose,
can label metabolically active areas in the myocardium and arteries; magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) can produce a molecular imaging of the cardiovascular system; cardiac computed tomography (CT) or CT angiography can be used for coronary calcium scoring and
to measure subclinical or asymptomatic obstructive CAD; optical coherence tomography
(OCT) for atherosclerotic plaque composition and stability.
In coronary artery areas with bifurcations or curbs there seems to exist a strong
connection between concentrations of circulating plasma low density lipoprotein and
turbulent flow with the development of atherosclerosis. Digitized images of coronary
arterial post-mortem segments were analyzed with a computational fluid dynamic analysis,
and the critical role of the local low wall static pressure was underlined for coronary wall
thickening as a precipitating factor in the pathogenesis of coronary atherosclerosis [26].
Another example of new technology is the Heart Flow Analysis, a system based on cloud
services that offers non-invasively detailed information of coronary arteries and is used
instead of an invasive cardiac procedure. The Heart Flow Analysis is scheduled to support
the functional evaluation of CAD. It produces a personalized 3D model of coronary arteries
using computed tomography (CT) images constructing a fluid dynamic model of the
coronary blood flow. It identifies and calculates the size of coronary obstruction and
advises cardiologists for further management. All new technologies have a positive costeffective value for health care systems as they diminish current constraints for medical
risks, and also reduce the high cost on health spending.
Digital health technologies aim to increase health care decision-making and improve
health management. They represent actually “a broad spectrum of measurement technologies that include personal wearable devices and internal devices as well as sensors . . .
but the current state of technology development and deployment requires . . . a cautionary note” [27]. Also, digital health technology can “identify health risks and assist with
diagnosis, treatment, and monitoring of health and disease conditions” [28]. To some of
the patients, digital health applications can offer new diagnoses and chances for novel
treatment, but worldwide use of new digital health devices will need clinical trials to
prove their usefulness [28]. Therefore, the existent constraints for the full value of digital
health technologies will be retracted when the new technologies become standardized and
interoperable during clinical trials, and when new clinical guidelines have incorporated
digital health devices [27].
Gaveikaite et al. [29] suggest that telehealth services can increase the “quality of
health services for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) management” and in
those patients “complex interactions between multiple variables influence the adoption
of telehealth services” for COPD by different healthcare professionals. Moreover, some
constraints remain as “key variables were identified that require attention to ensure success
of telehealth services” but “there is no consensus where self-management services should
be positioned in the COPD care pathway” [29]. Thus, medical practitioners or researchers
from other fields, such as pulmonary diseases’ practitioners, computer science and network
science researchers, can contribute their expertise to a common cause to explore further
complex and interrelated human disease conditions.
Significant constraints are raised when the genetic base of chronic atherosclerotic disease is explored with modern genetic technologies. In complex cardiovascular atherosclerotic disorder the importance of genetics is elusive, as the disease is multifaceted and
is not explained by single-gene mutations. In reality, the diverse phenotypes of CAD
represent integrated clinical wholes with clinical behavior continuously changing due
to the progressive nature of atherosclerotic process. Current understanding of genetics
and genomics, as well as genome-wide association studies (GWAS), are inadequate alone
to explain the natural course of cardiac atherosclerosis. It seems that “the genetic risk
variants of atherosclerosis are activated concurrently with functionally active specific environmental risk factors” and that cardiac atherosclerosis could be studied only as a unified
complex entity [11]. The GWAS approach was expected to trace statistically significant
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interrelationships between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and atherosclerosis. It
was expected that SNPs related to atherosclerosis to be more frequently present in CAD
patients than in control individuals, but, in contrast, a variety of genomic DNA markers
were detected in individuals without CAD. Also, it was found that genomic technologies as
SNP array, gene expression microarray and micro-RNA array were unable to demonstrate
accurately the genetic atherosclerotic profile of CAD people. With the GWAS approach,
it was found that only 10.6% of individuals with atherosclerosis possessed a probable
heritable genetic factor. More important was that large-scale association analysis identified
new risk loci for CAD, and that DNA methylation-mediated epigenetic downregulations
and histone modifications triggered by lifestyle features play a vital role in atherosclerosis [30–32]. The GWAS approach, based only on genetic variability, does not identify
and clarify the vessel wall pathological changes or the clinical progressive nature of CAD
phenotypes [21].
The World Health Organization determines that a biomarker is “any substance, structure, or process that can be measured in the body or its products and influence or predict
the incidence of outcome or disease” [33]. The role of genetic biomarkers is limited and
the genetic variation is of uncertain significance in clinical “whole exome sequencing”
(WES), requiring continuous revision when clinical interpretation is demanded [34,35].
Moreover, WES technologies are evolving using new diagnostic tools and medical clinicians
and laboratory scientists can increase further their knowledge for complex diseases and
tailor unique therapies for individual patients. Timmerman [34] stresses the importance of
standardization in laboratory research and argues that “the match between phenotype and
genotype is circumscribed by the team’s reliance on specific standards”. As an example, he
describes how a “clinical exome sequencing team” elects the time when to trust standards
and a clinical exome sequencing technology will make “the transition from a laboratory
research tool to a routine clinical technique used to diagnose patients”.
Emerging technologies are developing for “multi-omics studies and an increasing shift
toward proteomics-going straight to the heart of biology that represents actual disease state
and progression” and “to gain insight into the pathophysiology of disease and to identify
proteins that are causally associated with disease, providing new targets for effective
drug development” [36]. Regardless of the advances in metabolomic methodologies that
succeeded to produce thousands of molecules or biomarkers—some of those related to
cardiology—many more are needed to give a new description of clinical phenotypes. It
seems that more imaginative holistic approaches and new methodologies are needed to
define novel clinical cardiac phenotypes. New multimodal systems of “omics”, metabolic
pathways, environmental impacts and sophisticated disease-related networks are required
to be integrated and provide a new holistic and realistic picture.
3.3. Constraints on Healthcare Budget
Health economic evaluations and the results of cost-effectiveness analyses studies are
helpful for decision makers to confront the main economic constraint, the health care budget. In reality, besides the health care budget, there are “multiple other resource constraints
that are involved relating, for instance, to health care inputs such as a shortage of skilled
labor” [25]. There are, also, other constraints involved, “consisting of supply-side (e.g.,
workforce shortages), demand-side (e.g., obstacles of access to healthcare) and healthcare
system constraints (e.g., regulatory constraints)” [25]. Complex CVDs swiftly increase
their complexity changing pathology and course while clinical stages are overlapping.
Moreover, alterations of the clinical course are approached differently in each phase of the
disease. Clinical approach is modified in each step of the disease guided by current clinical,
diagnostic and therapeutic constraints. Both, health system and practicing cardiologists
are responsible for the wise use of the available resources and, also, to increase patients’
longevity. In view of the chronic and progressive course of the CVDs and in order to
eliminate health disparities between underserved communities health authorities should
define specific medical strategies and remove imposed constraints [37].
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The pre-hospital management strategy for patients with acute coronary syndromes
(ACS) is a strong example from a medical or ethical point of view that requires coherent relations among patients and cardiologists. Patients with chest pain need immediate medical
attention in an emergency cardiology department for further management that includes
probable admission in acute coronary unit and PCI. However, there are worldwide limitations to further management of these patients due to restricted resources and insufficient
organization (constraints). Patient’s transfer to the nearer medical center should be imperative following standard procedures and avoiding unnecessary bureaucratic retardations.
Invasive procedures such as PCI and bypass surgery vary on their outcome from medical
institution to another due to differences in expertise and resources. Thus, local medical
circumstances can limit (constrain) medical decisions and practices diverging from current
medical guidelines.
4. Personalized Medicine-Complex Cardiac Diseases
Systems biology was followed by a new concept termed “systems medicine”, a global
and holistic approach that collects diverse longitudinal data for each individual [38]. The
collected data can be used to explain the complexity of human biology and disease after
evaluation of both genetic and environmental determinants [38]. Price et al. [39] comment
on to the above data “as personal, dense, dynamic data clouds: personal, because each data
cloud is unique to an individual; dense, because of the high number of measurements; and
dynamic, because we monitor longitudinally” and these “data clouds embody the essence
of precision medicine” [39].
The Hundred Person Wellness Project (HPWP) is a 10-month pilot study of 100 “well”
individuals and it is focused on “optimizing wellness through longitudinal data collection,
integration and mining of individual data clouds” and to “identify markers for wellness
to early disease transitions for most common diseases” [40]. The term “personalized
medicine” (precision medicine in USA) “describes the ability to tailor diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy-ideally to individual patients, but at the very least to stratified patient
groups” [41]. The National Institutes of Health (USA) defines precision medicine as “an
emerging approach for disease treatment and prevention that takes into account individual
variability in genes, environment, and lifestyle for each person” [42].
The term of personalized medicine refers to the holistic principle for a tailored and
exclusive medical care approach for refined personalized therapy and superior drug safety
and efficacy. The SB concept aimed to an extensive cognitive change and a reappraisal
of human diseases, and, also, contributed to evolution of novel technologies with more
sophisticated explanation of human complexity that motivated the emergence of individualized medicine [43]. In personalized medicine patients are examined as “persons” and not
only for symptoms and clinical signs. Cardiologists are not concentrated to angina only
as a symptom but they are inquiring about personal or family medical history as well as
patients’ preferences for their mode of treatment. Consequently, personalized medicine
and medical guidelines are not equivalent conceptions in clinical thinking and practicing,
especially for chronic CVDs. Guidelines are addressed to a specific group of patients as
an ensemble of persons but disregard the “individual” patient with his personal or family
medical history and his preferences for further disease management. Preferences for invasive or noninvasive therapy and variations in therapeutic effectiveness of pharmacologic
agents are medical aspects to be decided between practicing cardiologist and patient.
Personalized medicine, clinical guidelines and constraints are considered interrelated
scientific fields for management and follow-up. Patients with chronic CVDs progressively
deteriorate and need specific management in each stage of the disease. It is mandatory for a
cross-disciplinary collaboration between scientists and clinical experts from the biomedical
and clinical research fields in order to interexchange knowledge and skills and answer the
multiple questions for unmet medical needs encountered by clinicians. Aboab et al. [44],
proposed a model of data analysis to increase the reliability of published biomedical and
clinical research. That is an important and welcome step for health care and research. The
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integrating, inter-professional and interdisciplinary collaboration of scientists with clinical
experts, for meticulous analysis of health data, is a step forward to a more effective use of
clinical and research findings. Complex diseases are chronic processes with an extended
interplay of variables and reliable ideas [45].
However, in the field of complex diseases or complex clinical situations, there remains
the problem of clinical application for biomedical research findings, and the cooperation
between researchers and non-researchers is more complicated. That involves the design
of a complex disease modeling with a methodology that translates research findings and
connects different pieces of knowledge and compares evidence. It is common knowledge
that complex diseases are incomplete and inconclusive in their conception.
The constraints’ concept is relevant to health services and medical technology, and
available management procedures should be implemented accurately in all stages of CVDs
knowing their chronic progressive nature as well as advances on the technological availability [46]. The field of digital medicine is promising but requires continuous validation
based on large randomized clinical trials. In patients with CVDs, clinical evaluation using telemedicine with external sensors application to track-down important clinical data
should be further assessed [47]. Constraints should be applied to clinical approval for
digital medical information obtained from outpatients having a complex clinical picture.
Digital medical information without further verification with well controlled randomized
clinical trials should not be accepted. Medical guidelines are based on large randomized
clinical trials (RCTS ), but to establish effectiveness of procedural cardiac interventions
precise restrictions (constraints) are implemented in the designed trials [48]. Furthermore,
in everyday clinical practice, literal interpretation of the results of RCTS could be hazardous,
with high risk, if medical proficiency and local technical support are not appropriate [49].
4.1. Personalized Medicine-Ethics and Legal Status
Systemic medical approach requires different national health policy in accord with national laws and international consensus. A new policy includes the use of new cost-effective
technology and data collection, while mandatory is patients’ cooperation. The “individualistic autonomy” notion is the dominant thinking in clinical practice and research, as well as
between patients, medical practitioners and health authorities. With this term it is acknowledged that patient’s absolute prerogative is the choice of his medical management. This
assumption is medically inappropriate considering complexities and constraints involved
in medical management of patients with diverse cardiac clinical phenotypes. Medical
guidelines and common sense support the notion that medical practitioners are strongly
“related” to medical decisions and, thus, a more realistic position would be the “relational
autonomy” of a patient’s decision [50]. The “relational autonomy” position is associated
with the concept of constraints proposing restrictions to the individualistic approach while
encourages patient-medical practitioner cooperation. Furthermore, the psychology to
implicate guidelines and modern technology to clinical practice requires common sense
from both patients and medical practitioners, while at the same time evaluates risks and
benefits [51,52]. Sometimes, an unreasonable attitude from both patients and doctors who
doubt and enquire negatively the value of modern medicine has consequences to rational
application of constraints in clinical decisions. If the medical knowledge that is related
to scientific data and technologies is shared between clinicians and patients, then ethical
transparency for disease’s detection and treatment will improve [53].
In personalized medicine a lot of ethical and moral arguments are raised by both
worried and anxious patients and medical authorities [54]. It is understandable that new
genome editing technologies which have the capability to introduce targeted genomic
sequence changes can transfer them to next human generations [55]. These technologies
not only can transform biological research and develop novel molecular therapeutics for
human diseases, but they also produce ethical problems. Genome editing is a personal
decision, but some ethical problems arise in the society for unwanted accidental gene
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mutations, and for the cost of genetic testing. The new editing technologies should secure
the highest standards of research, data collection and applicability ethics.
4.2. Personalized Medicine-Data Integration
Numerous national healthcare organizations are implicated to collect, store, analyze
and interpret human genomic data for biomedical research and medical application. However, in top-quality digitized health care systems deviations are observed in coding and
collecting data due to different regional clinical practices. Collection and management of
human genomic data give rise to some concerns about ethical, privacy and legal problems,
or for unauthorized access or misuse of data [56,57]. Constraints emerge when private
information and sensitive healthcare data are unprotected due to deficient measures taken
for privacy and security [58]. The use of advanced technology for the prediction of future
individual healthcare requirements needs data protection as inadequate security can affect
a large number of people [59]. Electronic health records, sensors and servers contain a
growing volume of digital data for use in healthcare and disease management [60]. The
extensive use of big data on healthcare organizations are “ranging from single-physician
offices and multi-provider groups to large hospital networks and care organizations” [61].
Bossen et al. [62] argue “that useful data require encounters between people, technologies,
and data . . . routed in particular places and particular times and require effort on the
part of the people involved”. To harness emerging disease data, a committee from the
National Academies of Science [63] suggested a framework for an information system
called a Knowledge Network of disease that “integrates the rapidly expanding range of
information on the causes of disease” enabling researchers, medical practitioners and the
public to get knowledge of the produced information. The Knowledge Network will help
researchers to conceive disease mechanisms, and medical practitioners to initiate new
treatments based on distinctive disease characteristics and adapted to each patient [63].
Under the definition of personalized medicine, large number of data are gathered
and integrated from different sources namely sequencing genomes, molecular banks, accumulated “omics” data, and references from clinical studies, bioinformatics and current
guidelines. In patients with complex CVDs, data for comorbidities, environmental parameters, socioeconomic status nutrition and social habits are assembled, integrated and
conceived as a whole [64].
The SB approach is used in current medical research to reveal hidden biological pathways and also identify unseen biomarkers and design novel drugs. Moreover, SB is helpful
to comprehend disease progressiveness and complexity, and clarify drug safety profiles
and efficacy [65]. It is argued that novel therapies are nevertheless in early stages due to
“limited accessibility of robust and affordable molecular systems biology platforms” [65]. In
future, general public health and current clinical medicine will change with the application
of specific preventive and therapeutic programs focused on the individual patient [66].
This approach would be successful through interconnection of the available electronic
medical records with new discoveries in the fields of biomarkers and pharmacotherapy [5].
A bioinformatics team (Biochemical Pharmacology Discussion Group, BPDG) scheduled a robust biomarker strategy to identify disease-related biomarkers and provide drug
candidates [67]. The BPDG reported two main methods for designing pharmaceutical
drugs: the traditional drug discovery (TDD) and the phenotypic drug discovery (PDD) [67].
Thus, for drug discovery, biomarker-based mechanisms are targeted (TDD method) or
biological compounds are tested until final improvement of the phenotype became evident
without considering the responsible molecular mechanisms (PDD method).
Pharmaceutical companies helped by one or more AI-based (Artificial Intelligence)
drug development companies were able to give priority for interaction to some of the
hundreds of implicated proteins. In CVDs, the target is more than one protein, a network
of interacting proteins is needed. In this aspect, AI plays a significant role as it matches the
properties of thousands of molecules having pharmaceutical potential to the properties of
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proteins involved in a complex medical disorder, thus disclosing molecules able to bind to
a protein-target.
4.3. Personalized Medicine-Taxonomic Revision
A new conception of disease taxonomy with patients’ stratification based on precise
individual biological status is needed. Revision of current disease taxonomy to a personalized oriented medicine is a difficult task and requires important changes to structure and
management of the whole healthcare system that implicates organizational and political
issues. Personalized medicine to be established needs to overcome significant constraints
implemented in different fields of clinical medicine and public health system. At the
same moment, existing medical knowledge and practices should be revised with new data
related to diagnostic biomarkers (innovating disease causation), phenotypic categorization,
treatment revision and reorganization of healthcare system. Medical and social determinants that a personalized approach would include, needs a multi-disciplinary contribution.
Some of the constraints and regulatory challenges are analyzed below and should be
embraced by both the society and medical health system. Personalized medicine provides
further rationalization to current guidelines-based clinical medicine. With personalized
medicine it is expected that there will be an overhaul to some of the constraints present
inside guidelines and to propose reorganization of existent disease classification with a
new taxonomy.
In an important “expert consensus report” a committee of experts appointed by the
National Academies of Science [63], emphasized that “a new data network that integrates
emerging research on the molecular makeup of diseases with clinical data on individual
patients could drive the development of a more accurate classification of disease”. Also, in
the above report was stressed that biomedical research data will help to develop a “New
Taxonomy” which will define disease “based on underlying molecular and environmental
causes, rather than on physical signs and symptoms” [63]. Furthermore, together with
improvement of health status the biomedical research will advance because of the access to
the patient’s information “through electronic health records, while still protecting patient
rights” [63].
A new taxonomy of human complex CVDs could restructure diseases’ diagnosis,
therapy, mode of progression, and critical clinical directions towards to more individualized
management.
Green et al. [68], mentioning personalized medicine argue for “an urgent need for
finer-grained disease categories and faster taxonomic revision, through integration of
genomic and phenotypic data” while their analysis is associated with the Danish National
Genome Center and its endeavor “to bring Denmark to the forefront of personalized
medicine”. They mention, also, “how persistent tensions in medicine between variation and
standardization, and between change and continuity, remain obstacles for the production
as well as the evaluation of genomics-based taxonomies of difference” [68]. Green et al. [68],
delineated how “the new taxonomy is supposed to be developed” and have proposed a
meta-taxonomy of taxonomy revisions as a basis for discussions. In this meta-taxonomy
field they included four new, “fine-grained disease categories” based on: (a) stratification
into subgroups of diseases; (b) reclassification of previous categories, “merging previously
distinct categories according to shared molecular characteristics”; (c) clustering of disease
and risk groups, “based on a network of risk factors and observed co-morbidities”; (d)
expansion of current disease categories.
4.4. Personalized Medicine-Policy Decisions
To explore new disease taxonomy will inevitably trigger some constraints of acceptance by the political and academic systems due to prevalent and deep-rooted problems.
Change of disease taxonomy needs modifications to the entire health care system, a difficult problem for countries having fewer centralized and digitalized facilities. National
personalized medical projects have been developed aiming to upgrade diagnosis and ther-
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apies, particularly for chronic complex diseases, giving rise to ethical and administrative
problems. Persuasive national strategies for personalized medicine are those of the 100,000
Genomes Project in the UK and the All of Us Research Program in the USA [69,70].
These national strategies include: data accumulation, creation of infrastructure, and
organizing interexchange of data with physicians, nurses and genetic counselors [71].
Policy strategies by health authorities and implementation of personalized medicine in
clinical practice are promising ambitions. Political, economic and scientific interests for
personalized medicine are challenged by the shortage or absence of convincing evidence
for wide clinical application of genomic data. It appears that not enough data have
been collected yet and there are some uncertainties for clinical application [35]. It is
acknowledged the urge for new health technologies and the additional investment to
tackle the constraints in healthcare systems. These healthcare constraints include “a
shortage of health workers, ineffective supply chains, or inadequate information systems,
or organizational constraints such as weak incentives and poor service integration” [72].
4.5. Personalized Medicine-Organization of Human Genomic Data
The committee of experts appointed by the National Academies of Science (USA)
outlined a course of action for the construction of a Knowledge Network of disease with the
potential to develop a New Taxonomy defining disease [63]. A Knowledge Network based
on a centralized database “continuously revises and validates new disease categories” after
the integration of genomic and health data, but “integrating data . . . are very challenging
due to the existence of diverse practices for diagnosis and coding” and needs “regulatory
amendments, such as data standardization” [68].
In a recent Comment about “better governance of human genomic data” it was argued that for “the collection, storage and curation of human genomic data for biomedical
research”, some “genomic data repositories and consortia have adopted governance frameworks to both enable wide access and protect against possible harms” [73]. The authors of
this important Comment explain, also, that purpose of this document is “the identification
of the functions that governance of genomic data should fulfill”, and also to demonstrate
the governance frameworks of six large-scale international genomic projects [73]. The
information presented through the six genomic projects is intended primarily to demonstrate the identified governance functions and describe the differences in transparency
concerning the information they produce about their governance approaches. There are
constraints when access to genomic data is required for biomedical research. There is
limited access to health resources or “unequal opportunities for researchers to access and
analyze data . . . because of limitations in human capital, fiscal resources and technological
sophistication” [73]. Constraints are applied when genomic data between groups are
interpreted, as there are differences in the capacity to benefit from generating genomic data.
For example, in the GWAS, which comprise the main source of information for genetic
reference databases, 88% (2017) of the genomes still belong to people of European descent
with 72% of participants recruited from three countries (USA, UK, Iceland) [74].
The governance frameworks have been initiated to assist biomedical research but
systems’ persistent inequalities obscure “the contributions and the important role of different data providers” [75]. It is recommended that “governance of science becomes
more transparent, representative and responsive to the voices of many constituencies
by conducting public consultations about data-sharing” [75]. An example of effective
governance framework is the Human Heredity and Health in Africa (H3Africa) Initiative
(https://h3africa.org/ accessed on 9 February 2021) that underlines the genomic research
that benefits African populations [73]. The H3Africa promotes research of genomics and
environmental factors of common diseases, with the objective to improve the health status
of African populations, generating new data [73].
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5. Conclusions
Coronary artery disease and heart failure are complex and self-organized chronic and
progressive entities. Human disease complexity can be explored with the holistic principle
of systems biology. Two important interrelated holistic concepts are described, the emerging
field of personalized medicine and the constraint-based thinking with downward causation
from the phenotype to molecules and genomes. Constraints (limitations) in cardiovascular
diseases include limitations to the biological and medical field, constraints to the use of
current technology and constraints in health expenditures. A more aggressive healthcare
cost-effective approach is required that integrates into the system any economic-based
constraints for new technologies. Personalized medicine requires taxonomic revision, data
integration and policy decisions concerning ethics and legal status in social regulations
and economic issues. There is an evidence-based reality for personalized medicine, but
this requires a determined decision-making medical and political personnel.
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